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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, or any of their
employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability of re-
sponsibility for any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such third party would
not infringe privately owned rights.

Availability of Refeience Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in N RC publicaticas will be available from one of the following sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20555

2. The NRC/GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regu!atory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection aad copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu-
ment Room include NRC correspondence and ir,ternal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investigation notiets;
Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papus;and applicant 4,nd
licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports. NRC sponsored conference pruceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulation:in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepped by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission.

i

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, journai and periodical articles, and transactions. Feders/ Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign r, ports and translations, and non NRC conference
proceedings are available fcr purchse from the organization soonsorir g the publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free upon written request to the Division of Tech-
nical Information and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
20555.

Copies of .ndustry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Marvland, and are available
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standaros are usually copyrighted and may be
curchased from the originating organization or, if they are Arneric3n National Standards, from the
American National Standards 6nstitute.1430 Broadway, New York. NY 10018.
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ABSTRACT

This report describes a study conducted by the State of Nevada between
September 1980 and September 1981, concerning the transportation of radio-
active materials. Data is presented on the surveillance of airport terminals,
inspection of shipments of radioactive waste to the state disposal site, and
on the transportation of radioactive materials to the largest user in the
state, the Nevada Test Site. It was noted in the metropolitan areas that
taxicabs were used in the delivery of medical isotopes. The major recommen-
dations resulting from the study were: future state surveillance should
include hazardous materials, the U.S. Department of Transportation should
tell the state the results of its enforcement, and the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission should inspect its licensees packaging of radioactive
waste.
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TRANSPORTATION OF RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIALS IN NEVADA

A. Introduction

Tbc State of Nevada entered into an agreement with the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the United States Department of
Transportation to perform a one year curveillance study of radioactive
materials being transported into, within, or through the State. The
period of surveillance was from September 1980 to September 1951.

The principal objectives of the prograa for surveillance of transpor-
tation of radioactive material were:

1. To determine major routinos of shipments throughout the State.

2. To determine whether-those persons involved in the transporta-
tion of radioactive material were exposed to significant amounts
of radiation.

3. To determine whether packaging and transport of radioactive
material was conducted in compliance with the Federal and
State regulations.

4. To attempt te determine the volume of shipments of radioactive
materials and their major radionuclides.

B. M.ethodolecy

The staff of the Radiological Health Section of the Nevada Division of
Health were the principal investigators for the State under this contract.

First, a telephone survey was made of State licensees to determine the-
types of radioisotope ordereri per year and wnether they shipped any
radioactive material.

| From this survey the following information was obtained:
i

| 1. Licensees obtained their shipments of radioactive materials from
' vendors out-of-state.

2. Licensees rarely shipped any radioactive material to any one.
The exception being three radiographers who routinely returned
decayed sources to their suppliers.

! 3. That most shipments received by licensees (other than the licensee
| oneratinn the State disnosal site) were medical radionuclides, and
' these care by air throuch the Reno or Las Venas air terminal.
l
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Additional information was obt ained from U.S. Ecology and the U.S.
Department of Energy concerning shipments of radioactive waste. From
these sources it was learned that:

1. Only one State licensee was shipping any radioactive-waste to
the State disposal site and that was the University of Nevada.

2. The State radioactive waste disposal site received the greatest
majority of shipments of waste from the midwestern and eastern
parts of the Un'.ted States.

3. The Nevada Test Site received radioactive waste from its prime
contractors and numerous shipments of radionuclides used for
radiography, well logging or research and development onsite.
In addition, the NTS also shipped radionuclides to various

| contractors offsite and to national laboratories for analysis.

Motorfreight carriers nre contacted regarding shipments of radioactive
materials. The only carrier that indicated it had frequent shipment-
was Delta Truck Lines, Las Vegas. They said that shipments of radio-
active waste came through their terminal bound for the State disposal
site.

Federal E'xpress and United Parcel were investigated and it was learned
~

that Federal Express trucks delivered some radioactive shipments, but
that United Parcel could only deliver shipments with no higher external
radiation levels than allowed for. packages labeled D0T White I.

Amtrak, Greyhound and Continental carriers were also contacted.
.

Reprecentatives of these carriers stated that they were not' allowed
to carry radioactive materials.

Based on the above information, it was decided to place major
surveillance on the shipments received at the State radioactive waste
disposal site and the air terminals in Las Vegas and Reno.

C. Imnlementation

Meetings were held with the air terminal authorities to explain the
surveillance program. From the airline represente.ives attending.
those meetings, the names of airlines that transported radioactive
material were obtained. These carriers are noted in Table I.

l
Dosimeters were placed in those airline freicht terminals where shipments '

of radioactive' materials were received. The dosimeters were placed
where the employees norrally stored the shipments awaiting pickup. If

there was no special storage area for the shipments, the dosimeters
were placed on a wall in the general receiving area.

Once each month, the dosimeters were changed. At that time the inspector |
-

determined whether there were any radioactive shipments on site. If |

shipments were present, the inspector used a Geiger-Mueller survey |
|

|

|
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instrument or an ion chamber survey instrument to determine the external
radiation level on the package. He also took a swipe sample from the
package surface. In addition, he checked to see whether the package
was damaged, properly labeled and the shippino papers were in order.

Particular er.phasis was placed on monitorino radioactive waste shipments
to the State disposal site near Beatty, Nevada. An inspector was onsite
fulltime during the period of surveillance and all shipments were
inspected against DOT and State regulations and the conditions of the
site operator's license.

DOE management of the Nevada Test Site agreed to furnish the Radiological
I!ealth Section with infomation on the shipments of radioactive material ,

'to and from the site. This was done in a spirit of cooperation as
the State has no jurisdiction over the Federal site.

D. Inspection Resuhs_

The monthly inspections at the airport terminals, and at the one truck
terminal, were conducted during the daytime and rarely were there any
radioactive shipments found on hand. The shipments which went through
the air terminal were short-lived radionuclides used in nuclear medical
procedures. They arrived at the terminals during the night and were
delivered to hosnitals very early in the morning.

An examination of shipping papers at one of the air carriers revealed
that Yellow Taxicab had been used to transport a shioment from
Mallinckrodt, labeled Yellow III, to a local hospital. Further investi-
gation revealed that Mallinckrodt, New England Nuclear, Squibb and
other suppliers had contracted with Yellow Cab companies in Reno and
Las Vegas to deliver their shipments of radie9 armaceuticals in thoseh

cities.

Early morning surveillance on a Saturday disclosed that a Yellow Cab
driver did pick up packages of radioactive material labeled Yellow III
and drive off with same in an unplacarded taxicab. This matter was
referred to the U.S. Department of Transportation for enforcement
action.

The managers of Yellow Cab companies in both Reno ar.d Las Vegas were
contacted and they appeared to be unaware of DOT regulations regardino
placardino. These managers were asked to give the following minimal
instructions to their drivers who transported radioactive paterials:

1. A minimum number of instructed drivers will be permitted to
deliver packages containinn radioactive materials.

2. Packages of radioactive naterials that apnear to be damaged or
leakino will not be accepted by drivers for delivery.

3. Packages of radioactive materials will be locked in the trunk
of the cab during delivery.

-3-
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4. Drivers will not accept any passengers when carrying radioactive
material.

5. Drivers carrying radioactive material will report any accidents
with their vehicle to the Radiological Health Section.

5. If the package of radioactive material cannot be delivered, it
must be returned to the airline freight office.

An inspection was made of the only State license that shipped radioactive
waste to the Beatty site, the University of Nevada at Reno. They had
a shipment of thirty 30-gallon drums ready for transport. The shipment
consisted of tritium and carbon 14 in scintillation vials and laboratory
waste contaminated with phosporus 32. All drum's lids were properly
secured, and the drums labeled correctly as White I.

The State regulation requiring inspection by a third party of all
radioactive waste to the State disposal site went into effect April 1,
1981. A company called the Nevada Inspection Services, Inc. (NIS),
had entered a contract to perform the third party inspection function.
Any person desiring a permit to dispose of radioactive material in
the State disposal site has to agree to contract with NIS for inspections
of their waste disposal procedures and packaging operations. An initial
ir,spection is made of the applicant by NIS to examine packaging
procedures, facilities, training program and qualifications of
personnel. Unannounced inspections of the permit holder may be made
up to four times per year.

Many previous site users apparently did not choose to pay the fees
,
'charged by NIS. Very few permits were renewed on April 1,1981, and

consequently, the volume of radioactive waste going into the State
site was reduced by a factor of 10.

An inspection was made of a truckload of radioactive waste from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory upon its arrival at the DOE
Nevada Test Site. Only prime contractors of DOE can dispose of waste
at that Federal site. The shipment was found to be in compliance with
all Federal regulations.

E. Summary of Data Ob_tained and Analysis

1. Dosimetry Data: A summary of the dosimetry data, by quarters,
of the monthly film badge reading is presented in Table I. The,

| dosimetry data was obtained mainly from placement of dosimeters
| in 6irline freight terminals. In a few cases, dosimeters were

placed on delivery truck and taxicab drivers, and on air freight
handlers.

In those terminals that had a special area to store radioactive
shipments, the dosimeters were placed in that area. Where no
special area had been designated to store radioactive materials,
the dosimeters were placed on the walls of the rooms where all
air freight was stored. The doses shown for the dosimeters
include background radiation. The highest levels of radiation
noted were at the United Airlines freight office in Reno. Here

-4-
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the dosimeters were located in the storage area for radioactive
materials. Because of the high levels found,' dosimeters were
placed_ on the freight handlers at United for a quarter period.
Their exposure for that period was shown to be less than 10
millirems. Taxi 1 drivers and a Federal Express driver were
monitored. Their exposures were minimal.

The dosimeters at TWA in Las Vegas were noted as higher than
usual for two quarters. According to information obtained from
the company, no increase in the number of shipments or shippers
of radioactive material occurred. There was no explanation of
the increase in dosimeter readings. -0ne shipment of exposed
dosimeters was apparently further exposed to radiation while
being returned to the vendor. This was evident as all dosimeter
doses were above background levels instead of a few as was the
normal case.

The. number of shipments through each air terminal was not obtained.

2. Summary of Inspections and Violations 'in Radioactive Waste
Shipments: The State inspector at the Beatty commercial radio-
active waste disposal site inspected all shipments received
during the period of this study for conformance with Federal and
State regulations and the conditions of the site operator's license.

_

The inspection included radiation surveys of the exterior of the
truck and the interior of the cab. Shipping papers and placards
on the vehicle were examined. Upon unloading the cargo, shipping
containers were individually examined for integrity, labeling,
external radiation levels, and radioactive contamination. Empty;
trucks were surveyed before release to insure their surfaces
were not contaminated with radioactive m. s ial above D0T limits.
The radiation detection instruments used to conduct these surveys
were the same as those used to survey packages in air terminals:
Eberline GM Model 250; Ludlum Model 12 with pancake probe;.
Lud1_um Model 14C with pancake probe and Victoreen 440 ion chamber.
Wipe tests were analyzed with gas flow Ludlum Model 2200 or 2500
scalers. Table II is a summary of the inspections made at the
State site.

The compliance action taken by the State on shipments of radioactive
waste received at the State site varied with the State regulations
in effect at the time the items of noncompliance were noted.

In June of 1980, permits were required before persons could ship
waste to the site. When items of noncompliance were considered
serious, the permit was suspended. Further, when free-standing
liquid was found in the waste containers, the entire shipment was
often refused. Later, enforcement measures included requirina the
shipper to develop a quality assurance program to prevent recurrence
of the item of noncompliance. The incidents were also referred to
D01 and NRC or an Agreement 5 tate (dependent on shipper's location)

-5-



for further enforcement actions. The shipper was told that they
must request the NRC or Agreement State to make the quality
assurance program a part of their license. Further, the shipper
was told that they had to request the NRC or Agreement State to
conduct an inspection of their waste packaging operation and to
send the Nevada Radiological Health Section a copy of that report
before the pemit could be re-instated.

!

When the th'.rd party inspection system was instituted, the shipper'

was required to have an inspection by that organization of all
shipments shipped during the period the permit was suspended.
In June of 1981, administrative penalties were assessed under a
new statute passed by the Nevada legislature.

In those cases referred to NRC for enforcement, the State was

eventually notified of the results of the enforcement action.
The State did not receive such information on the referrals to
D0T for enforcement action.

The use of the third party inspection system and the decrease in j;

i the number of shipments of radioactive waste to the site both |

served to decrease the number of shipments found in violation of {
the regulations. Table III gives specifics on shipment violations i

| during the contract period and includes actions taken by the
Radiological Health Section.

3. Shipments of Radioactive Waste to the DOE Nevada Test Site: The |

| U.S. Department of Energy office in Las Vegas furnished the J
Radiological Health Section with information concerning the amount il

of low-level radioactive waste received at the Nevada Test Site |

from their prime contractors for burial. The main contractors !
shipping to that site are: Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Mound |

Laboratories and Rocky Flats. In the last six months the amount
of low-level radioactive waste going into NTS has been about four
times the volume of waste going into the State disposal site. The
waste from LLL is mostly transuranic. It often contains curie
quantities of Am-241, Cm-244 and Pu-239. The waste from Mound
Laboratories is tritium and to-date they have sent about 6,000,000
curies to NTS for burial. The waste from Rocky Flats is soil
contaminated with five isotopes of plutonium in very low concentra-
tions on the order of 10 4 curies for an entire shipment. The
Radiological Health Section randomly inspects radioactive waste
shipments at the Nevada Test Site through the cooperation of DOE.!

On one occasion the Section was notified when a truckload of waste
would arrive at that site and the State inspector was present to

inspect that particular shipment during unloading operations. The
volume of radioactive waste arriving at the Nevada Test Site
during the contract period is noted in Table IV.

4. Shipments of Radioactive Material To and From the Nevada Test Site:
In addition to the low-level radioactive waste shipments to the
Nevada Test Site for burial, there is also a considerable number

-6-
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of shipments of radioactive materials going to and from the
contractors that have work forces on the site.

DOE officials provided the Radiological Health Section information
on the transport of these shipments. The shipments contained
radioactive materials used in research, nondestructive testing or
in well logging. Birdwell, a contractor, is doing well logging
at NTS. They have been using I-131, cesium 137 sources, and
americium-beryllium neutron sources. Iridium 192 sources are used
onsite to perform industrial radiography. Once or twice a month
a 300-millicurie molybdenum-99 generator is shipped to the site -
for research purposes. Several laboratories and engineering
firms that have contracts with DOE send radioisotopes to NTS for
special' analysis. From this data, the average number of shipments
of radioactive materials to and from NTS was 23 per month, which
contained an average total activity of 146 curies.

In Table V, summary infomation is given concerning the types and
quantities of radioactive materials (other than radioactive waste)
going to and from the Nevada Test Site.

F. Conclusions and Recommendations

1. The dosimeters placed in the terminals were usually located in
areas where radioactive material packages were stored pending
distribution to local consignees. In some cases, dosimeters were
placed on the walls of the room where all types of shipments were
handled and storeo. The dosimeters did, in a few instances, show
indications of radiation exposure above background. In the case
of United Airlines' terminal in Reno, the dosimeter readings
were of such magnitude as to indicate possible exposure of
personnel. Dosireters were tFen given to United personnel who
handled radioactive material shipments. Their exposure was not
above background levels. It is concluded from this that while
area monitoring may indicate the presence of radioactive material
shipments, such indication has no direct relation to potential
exposure of terminal personnel. It is recommended for future
transportation surveillance studies that area monitoring be
discontinued and that monitoring of all terminal personnel who
handle radioactive material packages be conducted until results
indicate there is no need for this practice. It is further
recommended that future transportation studies in this-State
include surveillance of all hazardous waste.

2. Only one transportation company was found that had given their
workers any safety training regarding handling of shipments of
hazardous materials. Workers interviewed did not appear to be
more concerned about shipments of hazardous materials than any
other shipment, and they handled all shipments in the same way.
Not one poster, " Rules for Handling Radioactive Materials
Packages," a joint publication of DOT and NRC, was seen in any
terminal. It was concluded that most workers in terminals or

-7-
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transportation companies did not receive any special instructions
for handling of radioactive material packages. ' The Section on
Radiological Health recommended to the taxicab companies that
their drivers'should be instructed in the safe handling and.
transport of radioactive material packages. As a precautionary
measure it:is recommended that all persons,who handle shipments
'of hazardous materials should receive instructions for protection
of_themselves and the public from potential adverse health effects
that may:arise from damaged hazardous material shipments.

3. The number of violations _ of regulations found in shipments of
radioactive waste arriving at-the State disposal site during the
term of this contract fell from 22 in the first quarter to one
in the last quarter.

|

We conclude that the third party inspection system.and the
application of administrative penalties in the form of monetary
fines were at least partly responsible for the decrease ~ fn
violations of regulations by shippers. Also, as mentioned
previously, there was a decrease in the number-of shipments.

The majority of the site users are either utility companies with
power reactors or are associated with some aspect ~ of the fuel
cycle. Thus, most site users are NRC licensees. In ' Table III it ''

can be calculated that 01. percent of those companies mentioned
| who sent. shipments of radioactive waste that had violations of

regulations were NRC licensees. From this data it can be
concluded that NRC licensees are not always following their
quality control procedures with~ respect to packaging of radio-
active waste. It is recommended that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission routinely inspect the packaging of radioactive waste
by its licensees when that operation is being conducted.

In Table III it will be noted that in almost all cases of
violations of regulations part of the action taken was to refer
the incident to NRC and DOT for further enforcement action.
Referrals to NRC were made through the Region V office in Walnut
Creek, California, and the Office of State Programs in Bethesda,
Maryland. Referrals to DOT were made through the_D0T inspector
assigned to the Nevada area. In nearly all cases the Radiological
Health Section received official notification of NRC's enforcement
action. No such official notification was received from DOT.
It is recommended that the U.S. Department of Transportation
advise the State of the final disposition of enforcement actions
in those cases of violations of DOT regulations which were
referred to the Department by the State.

4. Information received from DOE'concerning shipments of radioactive
waste and radioactive materials to the Nevada Test Site, and
information concerning the number of shipments of low-level
radioactive waste to the State site at Beatty, Nevada, confirmed

-8-
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that Highway 95 between Las Vegas _and Beatty, which serves both
the State' disposal site and the Nevada: Test Site, carries the

- greatest number of: shipments of: radioactive material in.the State.

It'is concluded from the above information that the chance of
a nctor vehicle accident happening in this State which would '
involve radioactive materials would most likely occur on Highway 95
between Las Vegas. and Beatty. -In view of the fact that motor
vehicle accidents are often caused by mechanical defects- in

' ~ vehicles or violations of State driving regulations, it is-
recommended that. the State-Department of Motor Vehicles become-

more involved in the surveillance of transportation of radio-
active materials.

Since the draft final report for this study, the State Department-
_

of Motor Vehicles has- adopted the regulations of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation and signed an agreement with that Federal

~

agency to enforce those regulations in the State of Nevada.

>
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TABLE I

Suamary by Quarters of Monthly Dosimetry Data

12/20/80- 03/20/81- 06/20/81-
Location of Dosimeter .03/19/81 06/19/81 09/19/81

Las Vegas:

Western Air Freight (West Wall) 30 60 90
Western Air Freight (East Wall) 30 60 100
Republic Air Freight (East End

of Cargo Rack) 30 120 M

TWA Air Freight (On Post, East
End of Area) 30 410 240

TWA Air Freight (Cage Area) 20 60 10
Federal Express (Wall) 20 70 10

Delta Truck Terminal (Hall) 20 60 NR

Reno:

Republic Air Freight (Storage
Shelf) M 70 NR

Republic Air Freight (Storage
Shelf) M 20 NR

Federal Express Driver M 30 M

Yellow Cab Driver M 30 M

Federal Express (Storage Area) 20 40 M
3

Federal Express (Storage Area) M 30 M

Yellow Cab Driver 10 30 M

United Air Freight (Storage
Area) 110 62C 39

United Air Freight (Storage
Area) 430 1130 40

United Air Freight (Storage
Area) 560 880 20

United Air Freight Personnel -- -- M

United Air Freight Personnel -- -- M

Exposure less than 10 mR.M =

NR = No report; dosimeter not used.

-11 -
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TABLE II

|

I
SUMMARY OF IllSPECTIONS OF RADI0 ACTIVE l

WASTE SHIPMENTS TO STATE DISPOSAL SITE

l

Number of shipments inspected 287
Number of shipments with one or more violations 38
Percentage of shipments having violations 13.2

Types of Violations No.

49CFR173.392(c)(1)-strong, tight container 23
49CFR173.393(n)(2)-packaging impaired 5
49CFR173. 393(b)-no securi ty seal s 7

49CFR173.392(c)(9)--no instructions for sole use 2
'

49CFR173. 393(j )( 2 )--exceeded ex ternal radiation level 2
'

49CFR173.393(n)(3)-locking rings loose 2
4 9 C F R173. 39 3 ( i )- t ra n s p o r t index over 10 2
49CFR172.504(2)-not placarded properly 2
49CFR173.392(c)(8)-not marked LSA 1

4 9 C FR17 7. 84 2 ( a )-T . I . for load over 50 1

49CFR177.842(b)-packages too close to driver 1

49CFR172.403(f)-only one label on package 1

49CFR172.556(a)-no yellow color on placard 1
Free-standing liquids in containers a violation of

the site license 3

-12-
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TABLE f!0. III

VIOLATIONS OF REGULATIONS B,Y_SHlPPERS OF RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE

LOCATION VIOLATIONS OF
DATE OF 0F TYPE OF 00T AND STATE
INSPECT StilPPER BROKER CARRIER INSPECTION TYPE OF RAM .P_A_ CK;fE REGS FOUND ACTI0flS TAKEN

10/9/80 Kerr-McGee flone Tri-State Beatty, NV RM Fissle, LSA 173.392(c)(1) Shipment refused, permit
''Crescent, OK N.0.S. suspended. Referred to

NPC & DOT for enforcement.

10/10/80 Univ. of Utah Hone Ringby Beatty, NV RAM LSA LSA & (2) 173.392 Shipment refused, permit
Salt Lake City. Truck Line N.0.S. Yellow II (c)(1) suspended. Referred to
UT RAM N.0.S. (2) Article 2.3 NRC & 00T for enfercement.

St.of NV Regs.
Free standing
liquid prohibi-
ted by license
condition.

11/3/80 General Electric Chem Tri-State Beatty, NV PWi LSA LSA (2) 173.392 Permit suspended. Required
Wilmington, N.C. Nuclear N.0.S. (c)(1) quality assurancy program..

|; (2) Article 2.3 Referred to NRC & DOT for
St.of NV Regs. enforcement.'

Box leaking
liquid prohibi.
ted by license
condi tion.

11/3/80 Battelle-Columbus None Tri-State Beatty, NV RAM LSA LSA (1) 173.392 Permit suspended. Required
Laboratories N.0.S. (c)(1) cuality assurance program.
Columbus, Ohio (1) Article 2.3 Referred to H!!C 5 00T for !

St.of NV Regs. enforcenent. I

11/5/80 Philadelphia None Tri-State Beatty, NV P.AM LSA LSA (2) 173.392 Permit suspended. Required
Electric Co. N.O.S. (c)(1) quality assurance program.
Phila, PA (2) Article 2.3 Referred to NRC & 00T for

St.of NV Regs. enforcement. i

(5)-173.392 '

(c)(8)

11/6/80 Nuclear None Nuclear Beatty,?!V RAM N.O.S. White I (1) 173.392 Permit suspended. Required
Diagnostic Labs Diagnostic (c)(1) quality assurance program.
Peekskill, NY Laboratories (1) Article 2.3 Referred to NRC & 00T for

St.of NV Regs, enforcement.

_ _ ..
.

.. .
----
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TABLE NO. III

VIOLATIONS OF REGULATIONS BY SHIPPERS OF RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE

i LOCATION VIOLATIONS OF
DATE OF 0F TYPE OF 00T AND STATE
IEISPECT ' SHIPPER BROKER CARRIER INSPECTION TYPE OF RAM PACKAGE REGS FOUND ACTIONS'TAKEri

11/17/80 Minnesota Min- -None Tri-State Beatty, NY RAM N.0.S. White I (3) 173.292 Permit suspended. Required
: ing & Mf g. Co. Yellow II (c)(1) y>ality assurance program.

St. Faul, MN ' YellowIII (3) Article 2.3 Referred to NRC & 00T for'

St.of NV Regs. enforcement.

12/11/80 !!estern None Tri-State Beatty, NV RAM-LSA LSA (1) 173.292 Permit suspended.~ Required<

Zirconium Co. N.O.S. (c)(1) quality assurance program.
Ogden, UT (1) Article 2.3 Referred to NRC & 00T for

St.of NV Regs. enforcement. ;

12/18/80 U.S. Bureau of None Tri-State Beatty, NY RAM-LSA -LSA (1) 173.292 Permit suspended. Required,

Mines N.0.5. (c)(1) quality assurance program.
Denver, C0 (1) 172.504(a) Referred to flRC A DOT for, .

(2) Article 2.3 enforcement.c e

| y St.of flV Regs.

12/22/80 Rockwell Energy. Chem Tri-State Beatty, NV RAM-LSA LSA (1) 173.292 Permit suspended for shipper.>

Systems Group Nuclear N.0,S. (c)(1) and broker. Required quality
Frankford (1) Article 2.3 assurance prngram. Peferred

i Arsenal, PA St.of NV Regs, to flRC & POT for enforcement.

12/30/80 Jersey Central None Tri-State. Beatty, NY RAM-LSA LSA (2)~173.292 Permit suspended for shipper..

Power & Lipht N.O.S.- (c)(1) Required quality assurance
,

Forked River, NJ (2) Article 2.3 program. Referred to NRC &
St.of NV Regs. DOT for enforcement.

,

,
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| TABLE N0. III locuticu Tyir 'ty p >

of of of Violations Actions
D:te of
:nspection Shipper Broker Carrier inspection RAM Package Found Taken

1-9-81 Allied Chemical U.S. Ecology 173.393(n)(2) Suspended permit.

Metro 1 olio, Ill. None Tri-State Beatty, Nev. Waste LSA IT3.392(c)(1) Referred to NRC f.
DOT for enforcemen

5-19-61 Nebraska Public Power Dist. None Tri-State U.S. Eco;ogy Waste LSA 3T3.392(c)(1) Suspended pennit.
Brownville, Neb. Beatty,liav. Referred to NRC &

DOT for enforce =ent

5-26-81 Vermont Yankee Nuc. Power Co. None Tri-State U.S. Ecology Waste LSA 173.392(c)(1) Suspended permit.

Putland, Vt. Beatty, Ncv. 173.392(c)(8) Referred to URC &
D3T for enforcement

_.

2-5-81 Exxon Nuclear Company None Tri-State U.S. Ecology Waste LSA Article 2.1 of Required to get

Cichland, Wash. Beatty, Nev. Nev. Regs. permit, and to

173.392(c)(9) submit quslity
essurance progran.
DOT violation
referred to DOTd.
for enforcement.

Y'

f-23-81 Indinns & Michigsn Elec. Co. None Home Transportation U.S. Ecology Waste LSA 173.392(c)(1) Suspended permit.

Fcrt Wayne, Ind. Beatty, Nev. Referred to NFC &
DOT for enfercemen

3-11-S1 American Cyanamid Co. None Tri-State U.S. Ecology Weste LSA 173.392(c)(1) Suspanded permit.
Hannibal, MO. Beatty, Nev. 173.393(n)(2) Referred to NRO &

DOT for enfereer.en

3-12-61 Txxon Nuclear Company Hone Tri-State U.S. Ecology Waste LSA 173.392(c)(1) Susper.ded permit.
Richland, Wssh. Beatty, Nev. 173.393(n)(2) Referred to NRC &-

DOT for enforcamen

3-13-81 General Atomie Co. None Tri-State U.S. Ecology Waste LSA 173.392(j)(2) Suspended permit.
Ssn Diego, Calif. Beatty, Nev. 173.393(n)(3) Referred to Calif.

& p0T for

enfo rcemant.

3-17-81 Mare Island Naval Shipyard None Tri-State U.C. Ecology Waste LSA 173.392(c)(1) Suspended permit.
Vallejo, Calif. Beatty, Nev. 173.393(n)(2) R3ferred to NRC

& DOT for
enforcement. )



. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE NO. III location Type 'a y re

Date of of of of Violations Actions

Inspection Shipper Broker Carrier Inspection RA!! Package Found Taken.

3-23-81 Gulf Nuclear, Inc. None Gulf Nuclear,Inc. U.S. Ecology Waste White I 173.392(j)(2) Suspended permit.
Webseter, Texas Beatty, Nev. Yellow II 173.393(n)(3) Referred to Texas

Yellow III Article 2.3 of & Mrf for .
Nev. Regs. enforcement.
173.393(i)
177.8h2(a)
177.8h2(b)

3-20-81 Nov. Engineering and AWC, Inc. AWC, Inc. U.S. Ecology Waste LSA 173.392(n)(2) Suspended permit
Technology Corp. Las Vegas Las Vegas Bentty, Nev. of gener ator & -

Iong Beach, Calif. broker. Referred
to DOT for
enforcement.

3-28-31 hllinkerodt None Yellow Cab Co. McCarran Radio- Yellow III 172.5014 Referred to DOT
St. Louis, !!issouri of Las Vegas Airport Active for enforcement

Cab No. 1h76 Las Vegas NOS. action.

,
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_ TABLE NO. III

LOCATION TYPE OF

DATE OF OF TYPE OF PACKAGE VIOLATIONS
INSPITT, SilIPPER . BROKER CARRIER INSPliCTION RAM I.ABELS . FOUND ACTION TAKEN

5-26-81 New England None Tri-State Beatty, NY Radioactive White I one, 49 CFR Suspended permit three months referred
Nuclear Waste, NOS G l.SA 172.556(a) DOT for further enforcement.

6-1-81 Public Sve. None Tri-State Beatty,NV Radioactive LSA Three, 49 Cin Suspended permit three months, assessed
Electric f. Material NOS 173.392(c) (1) administ rative penalty of $3000, referr .

to DDT for further enforcement.Gas

6-15-81 UNC Recovery None Tri-State Beatty,NV Radioactive LSA one, 49 CFR Suspended permit six months, assessed
Systems Material NOS 173.392(c) (1) administrative penalty of $1500, referr

to NRC and DOT for further enforcement.

1
i
i

i

.I
I

|
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TABLE N0. III

?
LOCATICH TYPE OF

DATE OF 0F PACKAGE VIOLATIONS
INSPECT SHIPPER BROKER CARRIER INSPECTION TYPE OF RAM LABELS FOUND ACTION TAKEN

9-10-81 Rochester Gas & None McCormicks Beatty, NV Waste LSA two, CFR Suspended permit thrce
Electric Co. Radioactive 173.392(c)(1) months, assessed adminis-

Material, and Article trative penalty of $1500,
N.O.S. 2.4 of NV referred to NRC and 00T<

regulations for further enforcement.
for the site.

1

.

4

I

J
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TABLE IV

Summary of Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Shipments Received at the llevada Test
Site for Burial

Data for Federal FY 1981

Volume in
Period Cubic Feet

1st Quarter 39,642

2nd Quarter 38,195

3rd Quarter 37,771
'

4th Quarter 42,537

Total 158,145

Average number of truck loads per month = 13

-19-
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TABLE V

Shipments of Radioactive Materials
To and From the |levada Test Site

Principal
No. of Shipments Shippers Majo_r Isotopes Shipped Curies Shipped

Average /lionth = 23 EG&G, Inc. (Totaling more than 2 Average / Month = 146

Total / Year = 277 curies each per year) Total / Year = 1755
Lawrence Livermore Am-241, C-14, Cm-244,National Laboratory Co-60, Cs-137, H-3,
Las Alamos f!ational Hg-197, Ir-192, MFP,
Laboratory Mo-99, Pu-238, Pu-239,

Pu-242, U-233, U-238Reynolds Electrical
Engineering Co. 3

Environmental
Protection Agency
Birdwell Division,

Seismograph Service
Corp.

<

-20-
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